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by Ingrid Jarrett, President & CEO

It has officially been two years since our
industry was first confronted with the
crippling impact of the COVID-19 pandemic,
and as I write my first President’s Report of
2022, I find myself reflecting on all that our
industry has endured and simultaneously
overcome. These have been some of the
most fastest moving and difficult years I have
faced, and I know without hesitation, that
this has been a shared reality for everyone in
our provincial accommodation community.
Our industr y has demonstrated an
enormous effort to protect our teams,
businesses, families, and communities
during this incredible chapter of uncertainty
and hardship that none could have predicted.
In addition to debilitating restrictions,
mounting costs, and global uncertainty
around the meetings, events, leisure,
business travel, and cruise markets, our
province faced additional tragedy. Wildfires,
a deadly heat wave, flooding, and road
closures added additional layers of crisis.
With each crisis faced, our accommodation
community has demonstrated remarkable
leadership, spirit, and generosity. Your
devotion to building our industry back better
than it was before has been extraordinary
and your perseverance has been nothing
short of astonishing. In my life, I have never
been prouder to be a part of this industry
and it is a great honour of mine to have the
opportunity to serve you. Our entire team
at the BC Hotel Association (BCHA) shares
this commitment and will continue to do all
we can to support our sector.
Although there have been hardships
over these years, we have fought to ensure
that both provincial and federal support
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measures have been made available to
operators. More recently, these have
included extended supports through
the Tourism and Hospitality Program,
announced in December, along with the
Tourism Accommodation and Commercial
Recreation Relief Fund that was made
available in January.
This provincial relief fund was a direct
result of a considerable effort to ensure that
large accommodation providers received
the financial assistance needed to help
alleviate fixed-cost pressures caused by the
pandemic. With more than 149 employees,
these larger operators were ineligible for
previous supports given to our industry
that included the Small and Medium-Sized
Business Recovery Grant.
There is a misconception that larger
properties are financially sound and do
not require such support. In reality, many
of BC’s large accommodation providers are
locally owned and operated by members
of our communities that have endured the
same challenges as other hospitality and
tourism operators in our province. While
we are relieved that this fund was created,
our resolve continues to be that each of
you is provided with financial assistance
to remedy losses endured over the course
of the pandemic.
Although we would all have preferred
to have our industry’s need for support
understood and delivered more
immediately, I am acutely aware how the
entire team at the Ministry of Tourism, Arts,
Culture, and Sport, under the leadership of
Minister Melanie Mark, worked tirelessly
to make this funding possible and we are

incredibly grateful for that.
O ve r th e s e p a s t ye a r s, we h ave
collectively learned how to better protect
and support one another, along with
those in need. It is my belief that in recent
history, the collaboration our province has
consistently led, witnessed, and supported
has never been successfully orchestrated
in quite such a meaningful, generous, and
openhearted way.
Now, recovery is something we can all
sink our teeth into—exciting, full of hope
and promise. This of course will be a topic
of conversation at the upcoming 2022
BC Tourism & Hospitality Conference
taking place March 9-11 in Richmond, BC.
Presented by the BCHA and the Tourism
Industry Association of BC (TIABC), with our
host partner Tourism Richmond, fittingly,
our theme for this year is Kickstarting the
Comeback. With an incredible series of
speakers, workshops, a full marketplace,
and an awards gala, we invite you to join
us and mark our return to in-person events.
We look forward to restoring confidence
in our world-class meetings and events
industry.
Of course, much has changed in the
past two years since we first heard the
word ‘coronavirus’. Although we continue
to deal with fallout from the pandemic, the
grocery store shelves that were once bare
have been restocked, many of the offices
that were once empty have been filled
with employees once again, and the doors
to accommodation providers across the
province remain open with the promise of
a brighter chapter ahead.

Leader of
the Future:
Cat Mackintosh
Guest Services Supervisor at
Best Western Plus Wine Country
Hotel & Suites in West Kelowna
by Amy Watkins
Courtesy of Cat Mackintosh

Hospitality is a family af fair for Cat
Mackintosh. She had an early introduction
to the behind-the-scenes workings of hotels
thanks to growing up with her dad who is a
general manager and her mom who works
in food & beverage. From the age of 14, Cat
worked in hotels and customer service as
she was interested in learning more about
her parents’ industry—and earning money
as a teen. When hotels were short staffed,
she would get pulled from housekeeping
into other roles and, inspired by her mom’s
work in F&B, Cat couldn’t wait to work on
weddings and banquets for guests.
“Growing up around hotels was so
interesting, and from the first time I worked
in one, I knew I really liked doing this,” Cat
says. “It was so good to meet people in the
industry every day. I’ve worked customer
service since I have been able to have a
job, and on the front desk, I love to make
sure everything is coordinated at the right
time and that guests get what they need.
The challenge is part of why I like it. No two
days are the same.”
Now, at 21 years of age, Cat is on a
trajectory for the top. In her current role, she
relishes in being hyper-focused on guest
experiences and dealing with challenges
that come with smaller properties, such
as winter staf fing issues and recent

renovations that mean she can organically
expand her experience. Cat loves learning
and has found the mentorship of managers
an invaluable part of her progress.
“I’ve been lucky,” she notes. “My manager
Sean Outerbridge is great at focusing on
areas for me to develop and giving advice
when needed. And my manager before him,
Lynette Peter, was so helpful with my learning
and supportive of my professional growth.”
Naturally an introvert, Cat has approached
her professional learning curve as a personal
challenge as well, discovering how to relate
to guests and see herself grow in a role. “I’ve
started stepping outside my boundaries to
do things like saying hi to strangers on the
bus, talking to people at school, and learning
about other people.”
Cat’s willingness to absorb everything
around her has helped her learn the language
of sales, revenue, and other aspects of
running a successful hotel business. “I
enjoy taking on new challenges and learning
everything that goes into running places,”
Cat explains. “I want to know everything
there is to know.”
Cat is also studying for a degree in
Psychology, specifically so she can apply it
to her work in hospitality. So far, it’s proving
to be an essential part of her approach to
leadership. “I’ve learned so much about

patience and understanding. If guests
are having a hard day, I’m able to show
understanding and acknowledge that the
situation must be causing them to feel this
way and it’s a totally reasonable result. It’s
also very helpful when leading a team. If
they are having a hard time, there is room
for understanding how things are affecting
them.”
The future looks bright for Cat, with
her eyes firmly fixed on the top, and
perhaps eventually a move to Vancouver and
managing bigger properties. Through her
studies of Psychology, and a particular focus
on examining consumer behaviour, Cat has a
special interest in marketing and discovering
what draws people in. Her schooling has
also given her the attributes needed to
successfully lead a team and keep guests
returning. “Flexibility and empathy are the
top two qualities needed in hospitality,”
she notes. “You have to adapt to changing
situations and understand what guests and
your team are going through, so you can
then help impact situations.”
While hospitality might be in her blood,
Cat has also made sure to bring a holistic
approach to leadership that considers what
is happening in the minds of her guests and
team, too.
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Vancouver, Courtesy of Destination BC/Hubert Kang

Attracting
US Visitors
by Kristen Learned, Destination BC
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Port McNeill, Courtesy of Indigenous Tourism BC/Kimberley Kufaas

With its proximity, diverse transportation
options, and shorter booking windows, the US
has long held its position as the #1 international
market for British Columbia. Our close
relationship with our American neighbours
continues to drive strong travel demand from
that market, immersing visitors in new sights,
sounds, and tastes that are close to home
but new to discover. And while there are two
states—Washington and California—that
present the strongest opportunity for BC’s
tourism and hospitality industry, key insights
from the US market as a whole can also help
the industry to create strategies to attract
visitors from across the country, identifying the
travellers that will be most compelled to visit
their specific business or experience.
Accommodation Quick Facts:
• US visitors spend an average of 4.5 nights
in BC

• T h e m a j o r i t y o pt to s t ay i n m i dpriced hotels/motels (35%) or luxur y
hotels/resorts (34%)
• The average spending per person in BC
for US visitors is $669
• US visitors travel to BC primarily in the fall
(39%) and summer (30%)
While many may think of Americans coming
north to visit friends and family, 50% make the
trip to BC for holiday, leisure, or recreation,
enjoying activities like sampling local cuisine,
hiking or walking in nature, visiting natural
attractions, destination sightseeing, and
shopping. Visitors to BC from the US are
primarily comprised of Free Spirit, Gentle
Explorer, and Authentic Experiencer Explorer
Quotient profiles, holding distinct sets of
values, travel habits, and motivators that
businesses can leverage to better reach their
target visitors.

Free Spirits
Free Spirits are highly social and open-minded.
Their experimental and adventurous nature
creates an enthusiasm for life which extends
to their outlook on travel, indulging in high-end
experiences that are shared with others. The
Free Spirit embraces new experiences with

Free Spirits want to
see and do it all.
arms wide open and is attracted to groups
where they can socialize and share the
experience with others. They often aspire to
stay in the most luxurious accommodations
and venues, seeing travel as a time to be
carefree and indulge, and enjoying spas,
nightlife, and great cuisine for a true pampering
experience.
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Port Edward, Courtesy of Destination BC/Dave Silver

What you can do: Seeing beautiful coastline and beaches,
viewing wildlife, and dining at restaurants offering local ingredients
are among the top most appealing activities for this traveller,
creating ample opportunity for BC accommodation providers
to deliver on their wish list. Free Spirits want to see and do it
all, rather than fully immersing themselves in an experience.
Help them fulfill their checklist by creating a ‘top 5’ list for your
destination or business. Bonus points are given for those who
offer great photo ops, as Free Spirits love to document and share
their experiences. From featuring assets with sweeping views
or luxurious experiences, to sharing information about the local
wildlife and creating special offers with your business’ dining
establishment(s), hoteliers around the province are well-positioned
to tap into the travel motivators of our American Free Spirits.

Gentle Explorers
Gentle explorers are reluctant to venture far beyond the comfort
of home, seeking locations, food, and people that feel familiar, and
desiring the very best there is to offer when it comes to hotels,
restaurants, and shopping. Well-organized packages and guided
tours bring peace of mind to these travellers, who are happy to
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have someone else take care of the details. With a penchant for
the familiar, chances are that if they’re met with a great experience,
they’ll be back for more.
What you can do: While they opt for comfort, this requirement
can be met at varying budgets. They appreciate affordable
packages demonstrating value for money, but a well-packaged
luxury experience can be just as enticing. And while the top activities
mirror those of our Free Spirits, for the Gentle Explorers, it’s all in the
packaging. To attract this US traveler, accommodation providers can
partner with airlines, attractions, and services in their area to create
travel packages that are sure to wow these careful adventurers and
create a visitor for life.

Authentic Experiencers
Our final top traveller from the US is the Authentic Experiencer—a
visitor looking for authentic, tangible engagement with their
destination, and a deeper connection with its history. They value
spontaneity, welcoming the unexpected to help them learn more
about their surroundings. Authentic Experiencers seek deep
connection with the places they visit, through experiences like touring
an Indigenous art gallery, visiting small towns or villages, and seeking
out new cuisine.

Courtesy of Destination BC_Kari Medig, Hikers on the Rockwall Trail in Kootenay National Park, Kootenay Rockies

What you can do: Contrary to our Gentle Explorers, the
Authentic Experiencer prefers to do their own thing while at a
destination, having control over what they see and when they
see it. They value their autonomy, and cannot be easily swayed
by advertising or traditional sales tactics. Instead, lean into their
desire for the raw and opt
for ‘non-touristy’ storytelling
to gain their business. Show
how your business fits into
the destination’s sense of
community or share relevant
histor y of the building or
area. Feature opportunities to
meaningfully connect with locals, whether that’s through your
concierge, or local ambassadors who can show them the ‘real
deal’. Go beyond the brochure, and share the small, authentic
details that set you apart from the rest.
For the US market, Destination BC is continuing to monitor
the COVID-19 situation around the world and how it impacts
travel barriers, travel mindsets, and the travel behaviours of our
American visitors. As appropriate, Destination BC will focus its

US marketing on Washington and California for key investments,
centered around cities in proximity to nature, cultural
experiences, and Indigenous connections. Tourists can take
road trips, and travel like locals, enjoying nature and wildlife—
experiences in abundance in every corner of the province.
Pa r tn e r s c a n a l i g n th e i r
efforts with these key themes,
tailoring their approach to their
business and demonstrating
their unique value add for the
market. While we may be just
a short distance away, British
Columbia is another world
beyond their borders, with a transformative experience for
every traveller.
Additional resources:
• US Market Profile
• Explorer Quotient Profiles
• Destination BC’s COVID-19 Research & Insights
• Subscribe to the Destination BC newsletter for marketing
and industry updates

Authentic Experiencers seek deep
connection with the places they visit.

ELEVATE YOUR GUEST EXPERIENCE
PREMIUM COFFEE SOLUTIONS
FOR EVERY VENUE

nespresso.com/pro/ca/

|

1-855-325-5783
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GO
Green
GreenStep EcoFund
The GreenStep EcoFund program creates a
budget for your property to invest in projects
that cut energy, water, and waste costs;
reduce your carbon footprint; increase your
property value; and grow your bottom line—
all at no cost.
“We are so excited to be EcoFund Verified.
We like to be industry leaders in sustainability
and with this program we can achieve our
sustainability goals faster.”
-Best Western Plus Kelowna Hotel & Suites
Use of the EcoFund Verified logo, custom
annual reports, and project spotlights help
you communicate your positive environmental
impacts, win RFPs and awards, and boost
your green certification score.

How to Become EcoFund Verified
There is no cost to join the program. You
add a small eco fee to your existing rates
and GreenStep takes a percentage to
manage the program and provide energy
management and support services. Their
team will offer guidance on program set
up and staff training
They will assign an Energy Manager to
complete an initial energy assessment,
identify projects, access available rebates,
source quotes, and provide project
implementation support. They will also
track consumption, costs, and carbon
savings.

GreenStep provides marketing templates,
project spotlights, and the EcoFund Verified
logo for your use onsite and on your website
to help you communicate your achievements
and participation in the program.

EcoFund Verified Oppor tunit y
Summary
The opportunity summary demonstrates
the impact of rising energy prices on the
business in a do-nothing scenario vs. the
impact of joining EcoFund Verified and
cutting energy consumption by an average
of 5% per year with projects paid for from
your EcoFund.

Projected Costs - Status Quo vs EcoFund
$125,000.00
$100,000.00
$ 75,000.00
$ 50,000.00
$ 25,000.00
$

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Total Costs (Status Quo)

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Total Costs (EcoFund Verified)

Do Nothing

Join EcoFund

Change in Energy Costs:

+ $262,011

Change in Valuation:

- $280,000

EcoFund Generated:

- $600,000

+ $600,000

- $1,142,011

+ $2,260.062

Total Opportunity Lost/Gained

- $325,062
vs

+ 335,000

Assumptions: 150 rooms | 55% occumpancy | 2.6%/yr energy cost increases | Valuation 5x EBIT | 5%/yr energy savings

Contact GreenStep for a complimentary, no obligation opportunity analysis of your
property. GreenStep can be reached at 1-800-469-7830 or info@greenstep.ca.
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NAMES IN THE NEWS

by Deb Froehlick

New Members
The BC Hotel Association is proud to
welcome these new members:
Associate members:
Destination Osoyoos
Kilogear CUT
Assa Abloy Global Solution
Tarkett Inc Canada
Hotel members:
Coast Parksville
Simply Kimberley
Civic Hotel, Autograph Collection
Black Rock Oceanfront Resort
Fairfield Inn & Suites Marriott Kelowna
Prestige Kamloops Hotel
Holiday Inn & Suites Kamloops

Congratulations

Prestige Hotels & Resorts has been named
one of 10 Sustainable Businesses to Watch
in Canada in the latest edition of Saving Earth
Magazine. Contributing to their success is
their certification with Sustainable Tourism
2030, the Go Green program, efforts to
reduce their environmental impact, the
sustainability committees formed at each
hotel location, and more.
Accent Inns Inc. was named one of
Canada’s Most Admired Corporate Cultures
in 2021 by Waterstone Human Capital, a
rare recognition for a first-time applicant.
According to Waterstone Human Capital,
the award exemplifies why culture is so
important for sustaining businesses.
“My first priority has always been to create
a workplace where the most important
metric is the happiness of my staff,” said CEO
Mandy Farmer. “Having an amazing culture

that puts staff first is not just a competitive
advantage, it’s critical for business.”
Vancouver’s Rosewood Hotel Georgia
was the only Canadian property to make
Condé Nast Traveler’s 2022 GOLD list of
the Best Hotels and Resorts in the World
according to its editorial judges and travellers
across the globe.
Congratulations to these BC-based
proper ties that won in the World Ski
Awards™ - the only global initiative to
recognize, reward, and celebrate excellence
in ski tourism:
Pan Pacific Whistler Mountainside - 9-time
Winner of Canada’s Best Ski Hotel 2021
The Josie - Winner of Canada’s Best Ski
Boutique Hotel 2021
Whiteworth Chalet - Winner of Canada’s
Best Ski Chalet 2021
Congratulations to Tim Rodgers, general
manager at the Best Western Plus Kamloops
Hotel for winning Best Western’s Pioneer
Award. The property is a leader in the
Best Western Brand Green Program, and
Rodgers has been instrumental in making
changes throughout the brand. For example,
up until a few years ago Best Western did not
have a green towel
o pti o n, bu t w i th
Rodgers’ initiative,
there is now a more
environmentally
friendly option for
towels.
ABLE BC’s
hard-working
Executive Director,
Jeff Guignard, has
Jeff Guignard
been named on
Vancouver Magazine’s 2022 Power 50

List as one of the “change-makers and
power players shaping our world in 2022.”
Guignard is number 35 on the list and says,
“I am utterly humbled and honoured to be
included on this list of accomplished and
influential leaders. While it’s my name in the
magazine, I know this is a shared recognition
for the hard work, dedication, and passion of
the team at ABLE BC and other association
leaders who have been fighting for BC’s
liquor and hospitality industries throughout
this pandemic. I’m immensely proud of what
we’ve accomplished together and am filled
with gratitude for this acknowledgement of
our shared successes.”

Appointments

Please join us in congratulating BCHA
te a m m e m b e r s Va n d a Fr a g o s o a n d
Samantha Glennie on their new roles!
Formerly on contract as a Sustainability
Program Coordinator, Vanda joins BCHA’s
membership team full-time as the new
Member Services Coordinator. With her
passion for the industry, fantastic work ethic,
and meticulous attention to detail, Vanda
has been a tremendous resource for BCHA
members.
Since joining the BCHA in July 2020 as
Member Services Coordinator, Samantha
has worked tirelessly to support BCHA
m e m b e r s. S h e h a s a n u n p a r a l l e l e d
commitment to industry, ability to identify
solutions, and member-first mentality
which gave her the skills to be promoted to
Member Services Manager. With Samantha’s
impressive background in events, she also
looks forward to bringing new opportunities
for live in-person events to BCHA members.
In response to the workforce shortage
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NAMES IN THE NEWS

by Deb Froehlick

impacting British Columbia’s hospitality
industr y, the British Columbia Hotel
Association (BCHA) is pleased to announce
the appointment of Alison Langford as
Workforce Specialist – a first-time position in
the organization’s 105-year history.
Alison will play a key role in leading both
domestic and international recruitment efforts
for the accommodation sector, developing
new hiring opportunities and strengthening
existing initiatives with partner organizations.
In addition, she will provide counsel for
BCHA members navigating hiring resources
and programs such as the Temporary
Foreign Worker Program, the Francophone
Mobility Program,
and BC Provincial
Nominee Program,
among many others.
Ann Br ydle has
joined ABLE BC as
the new Manager
of Membership and
Communication.
Ann has an extensive
background in liquor
Ann Brydle
retail, having worked
for Cascadia Liquor for several years,
so her skills and experience will be a
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tremendous asset
to ABLE BC and
the association’s
members.
A l a n a D i c ks o n
has been appointed
the new Executive
Director of the
BC Hospitality
F o u n d a t i o n
Alana Dickson
(BCHF), taking over
from Dana Harris
as of January 31, 2022. Jeff Guignard,
Board Chair of the BCHF says, “I am
immensely proud of everything Dana has
accomplished over the past four years. Her
endless passion, relentless dedication, and
positive leadership style have benefited
the Foundation immeasurably, especially
amid the extraordinary challenges of the
COVID-19 pandemic. On behalf of the Board
of Directors, we cannot thank her enough for
everything she has contributed to the BCHF.”
The Josie Hotel at the foot of Red
Mountain Resort, Rossland announced
Kelowna native David Curell as their new
GM. David brings extensive experience with
market-leading boutique hotel companies.
The Josie Hotel is the third BC hotel in the

eclectic, contemporary Marriott Autograph
Collection.
Hotel Equities announced the appointment of Joanne Perschbacher as General
Manager of Stoneridge Mountain Resort.
Joanne has enjoyed
an extensive 20+ year
career with Marriott
International including
appointments in Full
Service, Luxury, and
Lifestyle brands.
Jared Sissons was
appointed as General
Manager of The
C r y s t a l L o d g e i n Joanne Perschbacher
Whistler. With more
than 25 years of hotel management
experience, as well as industr y postsecondary education, he spent the last 10
years with Atlific Hotels and Resorts as the
General Manager of the Whistler Village
Inn and Suites; and prior to that, as GM
of the Executive Suites Hotel and Resort
in Squamish. Sissons also served on the
board of Tourism Squamish as the Chair
and Vice Chair of the destination marketing
organization.

Wellbeing and Travel
by Milena S. Nikolova, PhD

Reverse Responsibility
With the increasing sensitivity towards
sustainability, we have more and more
expectations towards travellers. We expect
that they will enjoy visiting our places and will
interact with our nature, people, and culture
with utmost responsibility. Destinations and
businesses employ different tactics to ensure
guests tread local streets and trails with
greater care. Among them is using insights
from psychology to nudge tourists to behave
responsibly. But could we use this same
knowledge about how people think, decide,
and act into a reverse responsibility model
where we as an industry employ human
psychology to magnify the impact that we
have on human wellbeing and traveller’s
lives?
A ll of us agree that the COVID -19
pandemic has made it impossible for a
tourism company to identify as a responsible
business if it does not proactively care for
the wellbeing of travellers, local clients,
its own staff and collaborators, as well as
the residents of the destination in which it
operates. Protecting the health of all players
within the ecosystem has become the norm
and will remain a permanent element of the
non-negotiable quality in tourism.
Physical health is only one of the dimensions
of human wellbeing; the second is perceived
wellbeing or happiness. Since we are already
recalibrating traveller experiences to handle
health, could we take an extra step and
embrace happiness as a targeted effect
of our business that is our way of being
responsible to individuals and modern
society?

Targeting Perceived Wellbeing
(Happiness)
Shaping travel offerings around human
happiness might sound like the next daunting
complexity that is placed upon the shoulders
of our sector at a time when its resources
are depleted from the biggest crisis it
has experienced. But it is not a mission

impossible. As an industry, travel already
has the knowledge, expertise, and toolset
to influence human happiness, so it simply
needs to grab an opportunity that aligns
with societal trends and use it to accelerate
recovery.
Over the last couple of decades
scientific research has accumulated a
lot of knowledge about the ingredients of
human happiness. Among them are many
that are relevant to travel experiences:
relationships, physical health, mindfulness,
contact with nature, learning, personal
growth, etc. Let’s zoom-in on one of
these as an illustration for how, with small
adjustments, travel experiences can
contribute to human happiness.

Relationships and Connection with
Close Ones
Quality time spent with our close ones is
one of the best ways to secure a sense of
fulfillment in our lives. The leading finding
from the longest-running study on human
happiness, the Harvard Study of Adult
Development, is that there is a strong
association between happiness and close
relationships with spouses, family, friends,
and social circles. They seem to be better
predictors of long and happy lives than
money, social class, IQ, or even genes.
What could be some of the ways in
which travel experiences can contribute to
the quality of the relationships in travellers’
lives? One good way is through creative
framing of experiences and activities
around togetherness and time with family
or friends. Maybe an Evening Around the
Campfire can be a Campfire for Memories
with Friends or a Forest Discovery Journey
can be a Forest Family Adventure? Merely
changing the name for an activity can
transform it into an invitation for placing
togetherness at the forefront of travellers’
minds and being more active in sharing
thoughts and emotions with close ones.
Another simple way of influencing

relationships during travel is adapting the
design of existing itineraries to incorporate
targeted time slots for togetherness and
mindful interaction with companions.
Perhaps programs can include an Hour by
the Fireplace after dinner to nudge tourists to
sit together and exchange stories from their
day. Or properties can provide a pre-dinner
glass of champagne at a Sunset Hour to
invite guests to share time with their close
ones.
One more simple way of facilitating better
relationships during travel is to employ soft
barriers for technology use. Digital devices
are an integral element of modern life and
while they bring a lot of benefits, they can
“steal” time from quality relationships and
togetherness. A gentle way of preventing this
could be to create moments or spaces for
device-free interactions. Perhaps the hotel’s
terrace can be a described as the place for
unfiltered and technology-free enjoyment
of surrounding nature or a device-free
conversation space, or a forest walk can be
listed in the itinerary as a Device-Free Forest
Experience. Small nudges like this increase
the likelihood that guests will deliberately
put their phones away and enjoy mindful
conversations with their close ones.

The Hidden Power of Travel
In this past decade, discussions about the
need to treat human wellbeing with priority
has been gaining prominence and engaging
thought leaders across businesses and
governments. The disruption triggered by
COVID-19 gave an extra boost to the concern
about human health and happiness. If society
is recognizing it as a priority for the future,
doesn’t this represent an opportunity for
destinations and businesses with tools to
power wellbeing and contribute to happier
living?
Milena S. Nikolova, PhD is an Expert in Human
Behaviour and Travel and will be speaking at
the BC Hospitality and Tourism Conference
in March.
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Grappling with

Ghost Hotels
How do short-term rentals
affect communities and
what can you do?
by Joanne Sasvari

You may think you understand how short-term rentals like Airbnb and
Vrbo affect your community and your business, but David Wachsmuth
actually knows, because he has crunched the numbers.
“The evidence is clear that short-term rentals are taking housing out
of the market,” says the Canada Research Chair in Urban Governance
at McGill University, where he is also an Associate Professor in the
School of Urban Planning and an Associate Member in the Department
of Geography. “Housing unaffordability undermines what makes
communities vibrant and liveable.”
Wachsmuth will be speaking about his research at the BC Tourism &
Hospitality conference in Richmond this March. And the news isn’t all bad.
“I don’t think the relationship between the hotel industry and short-term
rental industry has to be a
zero-sum game,” he says,
although it may seem that
way right now because
short-term rentals “have
kind of run wild.” In fact,
he adds, “Shor t-te r m
rentals and hotels occupy
a valuable place in the
broader landscape of accommodation.”
How short-term rentals affect a community depends on the community
itself—it’s a different situation in downtown Vancouver than in a small
town dependent on seasonal tourism, where elected officials may be
reluctant to “kill the goose that lays the golden egg.”
But in either case, Wachsmuth says, short-term rentals have seen
incredible growth over the last decade or so and we are only now
understanding their true impact. The main issue is that what started as
an easy way to home share has become something altogether different.
“Home sharing is a win-win for a neighbourhood, but commercial
short-term rentals don’t work that way,” he says.
Short-term rentals don’t pay commercial taxes like hotels do and they
don’t comply with the same health and safety regulations. Instead, they
provide an “opportunity for people to convert residential properties into

ghost hotels. We’re getting the worst of both worlds here.”
In a condo tower, for instance, “You expect to have neighbours,
but you find it’s been turned into a hotel. It undermines any kind of
community you can expect to have in a building or a neighbourhood.”
Meanwhile, in smaller communities, the affects can be even more
dramatic. Wachsmuth worked with Ontario’s Prince Edward County,
which has a huge tourism industry, and found that the housing issue
“was even worse that I could have imagined.” It wasn’t just low-paid
seasonal service workers who couldn’t find places to live, but doctors
and other full-time professionals. “It’s an extremely huge impact,” he
explains. “The downside is, we all pay.”
Part of the challenge is that short-term rentals benefit a very small
but highly motivated group
of people—landlords—but
negatively affect a very large
group of people who feel
helpless to change it.
That’s why Wachsmuth
is so excited to see what
has been happening in
Vancouver. In 2018, the city
brought in new rules restricting short-term rentals to primary
residences—in other words, home sharing. Since then, some 500
housing units have been returned to a market that desperately needs
them.
“That is really, really good news,” he says. “The City of Vancouver
has really been the pioneer in the country. Over the past couple of
years, they really figured out how to make it work.”
With its wide range of hotels and well-regulated short-term rentals,
Vancouver is going to be well placed when tourism returns postpandemic, he notes, and the best solution for other communities is
to work toward similar principal residential requirements.
As Wachsmuth says, “We’re all better off if home sharing is home
sharing and hotels are hotels.”

Short-term rentals have seen incredible
growth over the last decade or so and we are
only now understanding their true impact.
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New
Practices In

Food and
Beverage:

How Hotels are Dealing with
Labour Shortages and Supply
Chain Issues
by Danielle Leroux
InnFocus 15

As the COVID-19 pandemic drags on, hotel
operators are being forced to deal with a
new crisis: mass labour shortages across the
province and country. Combined with ongoing
supply chain issues, new variants, and
fluctuating occupancy levels, the challenges
are seemingly endless. Here’s how some of
British Columbia’s hoteliers are managing and
the new food and beverage practices they’ve
implemented to help.

Labour shortages have been driven by
repeated rounds of business closures and
limitations on business activity and travel,
forcing tourism workers out of their jobs. Many
found jobs in other industries.
Border closures have also played a role. “We
usually have a good contingent of staff from
Australia and New Zealand,” says Ryan Hume
General Manager and Owner, Hume Hotel.
“But with the borders closed, we have a lack

You need the time and
resources to train new staff.
Labour Shortages at an All-Time High
With BC’s unemployment rate at a record
low, the hospitality sector is grappling with
a growing labour shortage problem, with no
clear end in sight.
“We’ve seen shortages across the board for
every position,” says Marion Harper Treskin,
General Manager, JW Marriott Parq Vancouver
and the DOUGLAS, Autograph Collection. “A
lot of qualified, experienced people chose to
leave the industry. When you need to start
looking at recruitment again, there are just
not as many applicants, and they’re not as
qualified.”
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of available people to pick up their positions.”
The consequences of being short-staffed
impact ever y thing, from the restaurant
menu to being forced to cap rooms on the
weekends.

How Operators are Managing Labour
Challenges
When it comes to retention, Harper Treskin
says, “It is all about the team you have, how
you reengage them, and showing them what
you love about the industry. We focus on their
training and development and really growing
them.”

Hume and Jacob Cramp, General Manager,
Prestige Oceanfront Resort, have core groups
of staff that have helped carry them through
the pandemic. “We have employees who have
been with us for 20 or 30 years,” notes Hume.
“They are wonderful people who have set the
bar for what is expected in customer service
and how to treat one another.”
H a r p e r Tr e s k i n e m p h a - s i z e s t h e
importance of being transparent, having
open communication around mental health
and wellbeing, and ensuring your team feels
supported. Hume adds, “Treat your staff
well and be flexible. Be compassionate to
your employees’ needs and lives—a little
recognition can go a long way.”
As industry is recovering and the focus
turns to recruitment, Harper Treskin, Cramp,
and Hume, all share the importance of having
strong relationships with hospitality schools,
universities, and recruiting students.
But industry is also going to have to be
prepared to hire less experienced candidates
and do it quickly. “In the past, you could hire
experienced culinary people and they would
come in and know what they need to do,”
says Harper Treskin. “Now, you need the
time and resources to train new staff, which
is challenging to balance when you have low
business levels.”

Throw Supply Chain Challenges into
The Mix
Supply chain challenges have hit businesses
across the province and the globe. “The
supply chain is such an issue in the hotel
industry, specifically,” says Harper Treskin.
“You have such a diverse assortment of
vendors you need to run a hotel.”
Cramp adds, “The supply chain has been
a huge challenge. We place orders, stuff
is put on back order, and items are getting
substituted without telling us.”

New Practices in Food and Beverage
Here are five solutions operators are
implementing to help alleviate labour shortages
and supply chain issues:
1. Flexible Hours
In response to staffing and occupancy
levels, the JW Marriott Parq Vancouver has
temporarily closed its Executive Club Lounge
for Marriott Bonvoy members. The hours of
room service operations change based on
demand, occupancy, and staffing.
The Hume Hotel has several properties and
moves staff between properties and roles as

needed, giving staff the hours they need, while accounting for dips
in demand.
2. Inventory Management
Proper inventor y management has never been so critical.
The Hume Hotel stocks up on specific SKUs and popular menu items.
They also try to ‘stay in the know’ with their suppliers and anticipate
where there may be issues.
Cramp and his team have found new suppliers and multiple supply
chains, instead of using one general supplier. They also hold more
inventory and work to forecast correctly, anticipating there is going to
be some sort of interruption or delay.
3. Test a New Brand or Concept
Hume took the pandemic as an opportunity to redefine one of their
eat-in establishments with a new brand and concept. “This has paid
off for us,” he says. “We are also now in a position where people want
to come work here.”
During the last indoor dining shutdown, they also did a major
renovation of the Library Lounge in the Hume Hotel, a fireside, quaint,
cocktail lounge. While supply chain delays have meant some new
furniture still has not arrived, the lounge has reopened and is being
enjoyed by guests.
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4. Find Alternatives
Consistency is a big part of the Marriott brand, including their products.2022 Inn Focus 1/4.indd 1
2022-02-15
But with vendors having issues with product availability, extended
lead items, and product consistency, Harper Treskin says they look
for alternatives that can deliver the same result.
Hume and his team have gotten creative in the kitchen, sourcing
different companies and ingredients. “We have an incredible glutenfree pizza crust, but gluten-free flour has been unavailable for months,”
he says. “We have so many customers who rely on this amazing
crust, so we decided to create our own gluten-free flour and it’s been
a great success.”
Harper Treskin says menu QR codes have been a ‘lifesaver’ for
food and beverage, allowing operators to change menus as needed,
based on supply chain and hours of operation—without having to
reprint a menu.
Cramp’s team stays flexible in the kitchen by modifying the fresh
sheet, if they can’t get something in, or recreating the menu on the
fly, all while trying to keep the product consistent and not impact a
We offer a simple solution for our hotel clients to collect used
guest’s stay.
K-Cup® pods and participate in our free* K-CycleTM commercial
5. Work With Local Vendors
Now more than ever businesses should be supporting local products
and vendors. Harper Treskin suggests building relationships with your
local suppliers, especially if you understand your demand. Talk to them
and see what delays they may be experiencing. Try substituting some
of your missing products with local alternatives.
Rebuilding the industry is going to take time but the demand for
travel will return. In the meantime, as Cramp says, “We do the best we
can with what we have, and ensure our guests are taken care of.”

recycling program. Ask us how you can take part in this initiative.
* Contact your local Van Houtte Coffee Services branch to see if your
organization qualifies for this free program..

For more information, visit
VHcoffeeservices.com/k-cycle
or contact your Van Houtte
Coffee Services representative.
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How Do We Get BC on the
Bucket Lists of the World’s
Travellers?
by Destination BC

Courtesy of Destination BC_Reuben Krabbe, A Pod of Orcas along the Coastline of Southern Vancouver Island

British Columbia is a land where raw wilderness thrives, a place
where culture is shaped by nature. Proud British Columbians know
the beauty and wonder of BC’s expansive, pristine landscapes,
and the richness that is found in the grandeur of our mountains,
the wild coastline of our ocean, and in our rolling hills and sweeping
grasslands. But BC is big. Larger than most states, and even
larger than most countries. It’s wider than the United Kingdom
and Ireland combined. It’s no surprise that this is a contributing
factor to our province’s dispersion challenge. Now, more than ever,
we need a long-term tourism strategy for BC that will bring more
travellers to the province, with the goal of encouraging visitors
to explore BC in all seasons, and travel further to all corners of
the province.
F o r t u n a te l y, B C ’s v a s t
w ild e r ne s s ins pire s intro spective personal journeys
and unbridled adventures. Our
cities, set on the doorstep of
the wild, make it possible to
step further into nature and
explore the endless possibilities
of the outdoors. The charming spirit of our small towns connects
explorers with unexpected moments that renew the human spirit.
To reap economic benefits, we need more travellers exploring
different parts of the province at different times of the year. With
so much to offer, we have plenty to gain by sharing our treasures
with the rest of the world.
There are many destinations that are described as “epic
journeys” or “must-see” adventures such as the mountains of
Patagonia, Australia’s Great Ocean Road, Switzerland’s Grand
Tour, or Route 66. The question then is, what does BC want to
be famous for, and what can we be famous for?
Destination BC, a provincially-funded, industry-led Crown
corporation responsible for the marketing of BC as a tourist
destination, is on a mission to do just that—uncover our province’s

competitive edge and elevate BC on the world stage to disperse
the benefits of tourism throughout BC.

Introducing the Invest in Iconics Strategy
Iconic tourist destinations are popular for a reason. There’s
something powerful about finally seeing a famous landmark
or natural wonder in person, and no one knows BC better
than its people and those who choose to call this place home.
Working together with Indigenous Tourism BC, industry partners,
stakeholders, and residents across the province, Destination
BC is unearthing BC’s unique qualities—qualities that, when
brought together through place branding and place making—
are capable of propelling our province onto a list of must-see
destinations around the world.
This is the essence of Destination
BC’s Invest in Iconics Strategy.
By identifying a small number
of globally compelling routes
and places, together we can
e m b r a c e w h a t m a ke s o u r
province so special and use it
to responsibly increase tourism revenue to BC through geographic
and seasonal dispersion. We will re-imagine our province and
brand, and market unique routes and places that will stand out
among the many destination choices travellers have around the
world.

BC’s vast wilderness inspires
introspective personal journeys
and unbridled adventures.
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The Magic of Place Branding and Place Making
Destination BC is using the integration of place branding and
place making to give travellers powerful reasons to travel to and
throughout BC. After creating unique and globally compelling place
brands that capture the imaginations of target travellers, we will
leverage these place brands to create remarkable in-destination
experiences that exceed travellers’ expectations and create
positive word of mouth.

What is Place Branding?
The Invest in Iconics Strategy isn’t just about
flashy marketing. This strategy is about
building our province’s brands from the inside
out and gleaning strong insights through
engagement with local stakeholders and
residents. Destination BC has gone through
an extensive process of understanding what
gives our communities a competitive edge,
whether it’s geography (history, location,
landscape), technology (architecture,
infrastructure, heritage), or authenticity
(traditions, attitudes, culture). Place Branding
is about the core identity of a destination, the
destination’s product(s), and the destination
brand. The core identity reveals the place
identity and the attributes that define it
and make it attractive. The place product
indicates how people experience a place
and the quality of life residents and visitors
experience. The place brand is the reputation
and value that is communicated to the world
that sets it apart from its competition.
The Invest in Iconics Strategy is rooted in
the creation of globally compelling brands
for Iconic routes and places across BC. The
development of these brands will go hand-inhand with Place Making activities, to ensure
that the emotional promise of our brands
is delivered by on-the-ground experiences
when visitors arrive and travel in BC. Place
Branding for the Invest in Iconics Strategy
is about taking BC’s extraordinary routes
and places and making them more famous
and more emotionally compelling than they
are now.
Destination BC has identified routes and
places that, in total, cover the entire province.
With consistent, collective investment in place
branding and place making over the next
few years, each has the potential to become
iconic and compete on the world stage.

Courtesy of Destination BC_Jongsun Park, Motorcyclists pit stop in rural Smithers on Route 16, Northern BC

What is Place Making?
Place Making is the process of developing
long-term, on-the-ground competitiveness. It
is focused on enhancing existing experiences,
while also creating new infrastructure and new
experiences that deliver on the brand promise.
While branding is a critical component of the
strategy, these Iconic brands will only thrive
and survive if they are supported by equally
compelling experiences through our Place
Making activities.
Place Making is critically important to the
visitor experience and takes place over many,
many years. It’s the activity that brings the
destination to life as the brand intended it to
through visitor touchpoints that are consistent
with the brand vision, encompassing everything
from transportation and wayfinding signage to
new experiences or interpretive centres, trail
systems, and more. Collectively, we will benefit
from a collaborative, unified vision that will
encourage both residents and visitors alike to
explore our beautiful province and experience
all that it has to offer. While this work is being
completed, Destination BC continues to work
with communities across tourism regions to
build on existing destination development
strategies that pull together planning, policy,
and capacity-building efforts. This includes
improving transportation and ease of access,
having an available and knowledgeable
workforce, critical supporting infrastructure,
and enabling policies as well as public and
private investment.
But place branding and place making is only
one piece of the pie. To be truly successful,
we need to work together with our tourism
industry partners to bring this strategy to life
in a meaningful way and support every step of
the visitor experience.

Place Attachment in Tourism

Courtesy of Destination BC_Grant Harder,
Haida Heritage Centre, Northern BC

Place attachment refers to personal connection
with a particular place and is often associated
with emotional engagement. While brand
attachment is an emotional bond between a
person and a brand characterized by deep
feelings of connection, affection, and passion,
place attachment is a distinctive tourism
marketing strength, and creates a distinct
connection between a place and person.

Personal connection to a place influences
positive evaluation of a place, leading to
repeat visitation and positive word-ofmouth—both are crucial to boost our tourism
industry and prosper the economy of our
province.
Accommodation providers will play a vital
role in the success of the Invest in Iconics
strategy and in developing strong “place
attachment” as they are often some of the
first people visitors encounter when they
arrive at their destination. In the experience
economy, travellers look for a combination
of memories and feelings to create longlasting emotional bonds which inspire them
to visit a beloved destination again and again.
Accommodation and amenities that help
visitors feel comfortable, well-cared for, and
safe in a destination go a long way in shaping
the visitor experience. As we know, every
little interaction visitors have in a destination
is critical to the overall success of their
experience in BC and reinforces that positive,
emotional connection. Provincial, regional,
and community destinations work hard to
promote brand awareness and positive
associations among potential visitors.
Together we can continually evaluate and
improve the amenities and experiences we
have to offer ensuring visitors leave having
great experiences, intending to return, and
most importantly, recommending BC as a
“must-see” destination to others.
Destination BC is working in partnership
with Indigenous Tourism BC (ITBC), the
Ministry of Tourism, Arts, Culture and
Sport, and Regional Destination Marketing
Organizations to support the growth of BC’s
tourism sector. Ensuring that this strategy
is guided by Indigenous perspectives is of
particular significance, as Indigenous culture,
language, and stories are fundamental to our
collective success.
Together we’ll continue to show the
world the beauty and inspiration of BC and
its people. And we’ll continue to attract
travellers to our communities and tourism
businesses across this spectacular province.
And we will do all of this together.
To learn more about the Invest in Iconics
strategy, visit DestinationBC.ca/Iconics.
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Kootenay
Cool
BC’s adventure playground
is also home to a growing
number of charming
boutique properties
by Joanne Sasvari

Tucked in BC’s southwestern corner, the
Kootenays are a spectacularly beautiful
region of snowy peaks, cascading waterfalls,
steamy hot springs, and small towns with
vibrant arts and culture scenes. This is a
vast, mountainous outdoor playground, but
historically, accommodation here has been
fairly traditional. That’s changing quickly, as
these three properties show.

Elizabeth Lake Lodge, Cranbrook

George Freitag, who owns Elizabeth Lake Lodge
with his wife Rachel, grew up in Cranbrook, but left
for a career in hospitality, over time opening nearly
two dozen four- and five-star properties, mostly for
Ritz-Carlton. “We always wanted to open our own
place,” he says. “And even though we looked around
the province to build our dream, we ended up back home
on the edge of the wetland.”
In 2004, the Freitags bought an old motel on the edge
of the 250-acre Elizabeth Lake Bird Sanctuary, and since
then have transformed it into an alpine-style boutique hotel
with 28 units, most of them suites with kitchens, and all with
views of the wetlands.
“It’s quite a jewel that we have next door,” he says.
The bulk of their clientele works for Interior Health or
government, keeping the rooms full Mondays through Thursdays.
“Our clientele tends to be more single professionals who want
a kitchen, but don’t use it,” Freitag says with a laugh. They’re
drawn to the bespoke Hypnos beds, luxuriously heated floors and
immaculate rooms, as well as a par 70 mini-golf course said to be
the toughest in BC, and the property’s seven murals.
All this attention to detail has earned the lodge a Top 5 standing
with TripAdvisor for the last 12 years in a row, and Freitag is determined
to continue adding as many five-diamond-quality touches as he can.
“It really seems to work for us,” he says.
Courtesy of Elizabeth Lake Lodge
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Courtesy of The Explorers Society Hotel

Halcyon Hot Springs Resort, Nakusp

The Kootenays are riddled with healing hot springs ranging
from undeveloped Lussier to family-friendly Ainsworth to the
“Great Medicine Water” of Halcyon Hot Springs Resort. “We
have fantastic hot springs. What I believe is there is a place for
everybody. And where Halcyon is going is quality, not quantity,”
says the resort’s general manager, Sandra Gregory.
She joined Halcyon with a mandate to develop the property
into a luxury wellness retreat. “There’s never 100 people in the
hot springs and that’s not something we’re ever going back to,”
Gregory says. “Wellness is a priority. We need to slow down. We
need to breathe. We need to take a walk in nature. And Halcyon
has all of it.”
The property features only 36 self-contained units across 30
sprawling acres, ranging from rustic chalets that can sleep six to
well-appointed modern cabins perfect for couples. “That’s what
made Halcyon special during COVID. It’s very small in comparison
to the size of the resort itself,” Gregory says.
They are currently building a new spa and investing in their
culinary program, dramatically expanding their wine list and
building a geothermal greenhouse for herbs and vegetables. Their
goal is to build a destination with the warmth of the Kootenays,
but the level of service you’d expect to find in the city.
“There are significant, significant changes,” Gregory says.
“When people come here, whether it is a special occasion or
not, it feels like it is.”

The Explorers Society Hotel, Revelstoke

When Stephen Jenkins first came across the 110-year-old
building that would become The Explorers Society Hotel, it was
a museum and dentist office. Before that, it had been a night club
and a barber shop, and was originally built as a tobacco shop
and apartments by five-time Revelstoke mayor Hector McKinnon.

“People stop by to tell me stories about it,” says Jenkins, a
former Seattleite who opened his nine-room boutique hotel in
2017, just half a block from Grizzly Bear Plaza in downtown
Revelstoke.
He describes it as “Scandinavian minimal on top of Victorian
heritage.” Although he’s carefully preserved the vintage exterior,
the guest rooms are fully contemporary with all the features
modern visitors expect. “It was a full gut and then we added a
floor to the top of the building that’s a guest lounge called the
roof lounge,” he says. There is also a fine-dining restaurant on
the main floor called Quartermaster Eatery.
He knows what draws visitors to Revelstoke because he
was one himself, a skier smitten with a hill that has the most
vertical in North America and a town that is charmingly low-key.
“I say to people that this type of town doesn’t exist in the US
anymore,” he says. “We’re a hub for the community. People
come back time after time. And we’re building a society over
time of likeminded people.”

Courtesy of Halcyon Hot Springs Resort
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The
Pandemic’s

Legacy

From sanitization to digitization—
how COVID-19 has changed
hospitality for good
by Joanne Sasvari
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These days we expect bathrooms to be tiled,
closets to be built in, hallways to be wide and
well lit, a powder room to be located near the
main entrance, and windows designed to let in
fresh air and daylight. But not so long ago, these
were newfangled notions. They only became
standard because of pandemic diseases.
In fact, the whole school of modern
architecture was informed by the esthetic—
and the functionality—of the hospital. Features
like easy-to-sanitize tiles and well-ventilated
interior spaces were designed to combat the
influenza pandemic of 1918 as well as other
deadly diseases like tuberculosis,
cholera, and typhoid.
COVID-19, which has upended
every facet of our lives for two years
now, will also leave a legacy of longlasting changes in how we live,
work, play, and travel. While it’s too
soon to know the full impact, here
are some of the changes that are
sure to stay in hotels, motels, resorts, and inns.

in Canada was first hit, hardest hit, and will be
last to recover,” it read in part. “The state of the
visitor economy is more dire than the impacts
following 9/11, the SARS outbreak, and the
2008 economic crisis combined.”
Hotel occupancy, DC further reported,
fell to an all-time low of 13.8% in April 2020,
and accommodation revenues dropped by
71% year over year, April to November 2020.
Experts predict that the travel business won’t
rebound to 2019 numbers until at least 2025.
Remember: It took a decade for travel and
tourism to recover just from 9/11.

Cleanliness
Before March 2020, hand sanitizer wasn’t
displayed prominently in most hotel lobbies
and staff weren’t noticeably wiping down door
handles every few minutes. Guests didn’t
expect to drop their key cards in a bowl of
disinfectant, or to find medical masks among
the amenities in their rooms, or to have fresh
towels left hanging in a bag from their door
handle. Cleanliness was an expectation, but it
was done out of sight and out of mind.
No more. Seeing strict cleaning policies at
the establishments they frequent is considered
“extremely important” by 72% of
respondents to a study by OpenTable,
and frankly, that number seems low.
According to the 2020 J.D.
Power North America Hotel Guest
Satisfaction Index Study, the top
three most important factors when
it comes to guest expectations are:
cleanliness, clear communication,
and a peaceful sleeping environment.
And in a 2020 report on the future of
hospitality, Deloitte found that many properties
were accelerating plans to replace furnishings
with ones that are easier to clean (or at least are
perceived as cleaner)—for instance, replacing
carpeting with high-end vinyl flooring. Some
hotels are even reformulating their signature
scents to increase customers’ perception of
cleanliness.
Deloitte also reported that major hotel
chains were forming strategic alliances to
demonstrate their commitment to cleanliness:

Before the pandemic, BC’s tourism
and hospitality industry was growing
faster than the provincial economy.

Marketing
Before the pandemic, BC’s tourism and
hospitality industry was growing faster than
the provincial economy, producing some $20.5
billion in revenue each year and providing
161,500 jobs. Then in March 2020, the
coronavirus shut everything down. Since then,
things have re-opened in fits and starts, with
hopes for a speedy recovery fading day by day.
A year after the initial closures, Destination
Canada (DC) published a report on COVID19’s impact on the visitor economy. “Tourism

That’s why the EHL Hospitality Business
School in Lausanne is recommending
properties rethink their marketing efforts.
They’re calling it “the great hospitality reset,”
and encouraging hoteliers to think like startups and embrace new, even disruptive ideas.
That should mean investing time and money
in digital marketing campaigns to attract new
guests, especially those who live close by.
After all, many Canadians are still reluctant to
travel abroad and locals may want to use your
workspaces, spa facilities, and banquet rooms
on a day basis.
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Hilton consulting with the makers of Lysol; Four Seasons collaborating
with Johns Hopkins Medicine International; Extended Stay America
partnering with Procter & Gamble, maker of Spic and Span and Mr.
Clean products.
In other words, expect to keep sanitizing those high-touch surfaces.

Technology
The biggest ongoing changes will involve technology. Even before the
pandemic, properties were experimenting with innovations like robot
delivery service, digital booking, self
check-in, and contactless payment.
Now tech adaptation is accelerating
at lightning speed.
In part, it’s a necessity, given
ongoing staff shortages as well as
consumers’ reluctance to deal in
person with people who might carry
the virus. But during the pandemic,
consumers also became accustomed to going online to order food
and buy furniture, book appointments, follow the latest news, and
download vaccination passports. They expect digital convenience in
every facet of life from streaming entertainment to videoconferencing
with family to booking hotels.
Digitalization will eventually take over the entire hotel booking market,
reports EHL, which strongly advises properties to take ownership of
their own booking services rather than leaving them to Online Travel
Agencies like Expedia. At the very least, they suggest, diversify across

OTA platforms and invest in your own website.
At the same time, the level of technological service a property offers
needs to be top-notch, and that means providing high-quality (and
free) WiFi, touchless technology and videoconferencing services for
both in-person and virtual events. IHG Hotels & Resorts, for instance,
has a Meet with Confidence program with resources and tools for
hybrid events, as well as convenient cancellation policies and even a
special offer for future events.

Trust
In its December 2021 Global
State of the Consumer Tracker,
Deloitte reported that only 36%
of Canadians felt safe staying in a
hotel (compared to 58% across the
border). That is a whole lot of trust
that needs to be rebuilt.
The hospitality industry will have
to work hard to win back skittish consumers, who need assurance
that they will be physically safe, but also that their digital and financial
security is being cared for. They will remember, and reward, the brands
that made them feel safe and valued.
One way to do this is through personalization. More than anything,
EHL says, properties need to put the guest at the centre of any strategy.
Listening to their needs and adapting services accordingly is the best
way to set your business apart from the others.
Of course, that’s just what good businesses have always done.

The level of technological
service a property offers needs
to be top-notch.
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HOTELIER FEATURE:

Debie
Hemich

‘It’s just the Sandman way’
For Debie Hemich, being director of
sales also means welcoming those
who need it most
Courtesy of Debie Hemich

Debie Hemich worked in various types of sales roles for 30 years before
leaping into hospitality and landing at Sandman Hotels. That was in
June of 2019. “Then welcome to March of 2020,” she says with a laugh.
She was initially hired as sales manager in Prince George, but
since November 2020 has been director of sales for the entire North
Thompson region, which comprises 12 properties in communities from
Smithers to Kamloops to McBride.
The promotion has allowed her to take on more of a leadership role,
liaising between properties, team members, and the communities
where they work, “just being their support and still being a full-time
sales manager for this part of the province,” she says, adding, “We
have a very dynamic team that is always on the go.”
But where they ended up this past summer, nobody could have
predicted.
After an unusually rainy spring, in late June, the heat arrived and
quickly shattered every record. By the end of the month, 500 wildfires
were burning across the province; by mid-August, over 1,500 fires
had been recorded. And on June 30, fire destroyed the entire town of
Lytton in just a few terrifying hours.
The fires drove hundreds of British Columbians from their homes.
Emergency workers also needed a place to rest as they supported the
devastated communities. So Hemich and her colleague Alexis Zambas,
Sandman Hotels’ director of sales for the Lower Mainland, Okanagan
and Kootenays, jumped into action.
“Alexis and I worked closely with Emergency Management BC and
Emergency Support Services to make sure all the evacuees had a
place to go, and also the first responders,” Hemich says.
From June to October, they were on call 24 hours a day, making sure
everyone—and their pets—had a place to stay, and moving them from
one property to another so they could be closer to friends and family.
“It was a big task, but when you see the pain and the loss, it’s worth
it, it’s so worth it,” she says. “To this day we still have guests who were

by Joanne Sasvari
displaced by the fires, and they have become like family. We say
goodbye to these people and their pets, and it’s heartbreaking.”
In November, they were still working with the victims of the fires,
“and then the floods happened,” Hemich recalls. Within the space of
a week, a historic deluge of rain swept over southern BC, triggering
mudslides that washed out every major highway connecting the
Lower Mainland to the rest of Canada. Nearly 20,000 people were
forced to abandon their homes. And again, Hemich, Zambas, and
the Sandman Group stepped up.
“Our properties were again in the front lines to support the
evacuees and the healthcare workers,” Hemich says.
The needs in this disaster were different from the fires—many
people who were caught in the mudslides sustained serious injuries
and landed in hospital. Accommodation had to be found for those
unhoused by the storms, as well as the families of the injured,
emergency personnel, healthcare workers and travellers stranded
by the broken highways. But somehow, they did it.
“It’s been a disastrous year, but it’s been wonderful to see our
teams step up,” explains Hemich, noting that other hotel brands also
did their part. “It was housekeeping, it was the agents, it was the
restaurants who fed people, and we did it all with staff shortages
and COVID restraints.”
She adds, “It’s just the Sandman way, ensuring that we were there
when we were needed.” She credits the positive cultural behaviour
to the Gaglardi family who owns the chain, which has been bringing
people together to celebrate unforgettable experiences across
Canada, the US, Ireland, and the UK for over 50 years.
“We built a great foundation in the 1960s and our culture of bringing
people together has continued to grow from there,” Hemich says,
and adds, “I love my job. I love my career. I love the company I’ve
chosen to be with.”
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Navigating
Programs to
Remedy BC’s

Workforce
Crisis
by Alison Lanford, Workforce Specialist –
BC Hotel Association
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Over the past year, “Sorry we’re closed due to a staff shortage” signs
have become commonplace across British Columbia, signaling that our
province’s workforce shortage is an unavoidable issue, which has been
further exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic.
For the BC Hotel Association (BCHA), developing solutions to assist
accommodators through this crisis is our most pressing priority,
particularly in advance of the busy summer season. We have been
actively pursuing placement programs, expanding opportunities with
partner organizations, and working in tandem with government to
resolve these shortages.
There are many programs available to accommodators and
we understand they can be
difficult to navigate. From
learning which programs you
can trust, to understanding
which is best suited to your
property and how to access
it, it can be daunting to enter
this arena; however, the
benefits they can have on
your business when executed successfully are immense.
One of the most popular paths to fill labour or skills shortages is
through the Temporary Foreign Worker Program. Through this program,
employers must apply for a Labour Market Impact Assessment (LMIA) to
determine eligibility. While this program delivers high value, the process
can be complicated, incredibly costly, and is often very lengthy as it
also requires employers to advertise positions for at least four weeks.
There are many additional recruitment programs and opportunities
that remove the obligation to obtain a positive LMIA which is usually
required to hire temporary foreign workers. To provide a roadmap on
these opportunities, we have compiled a list of programs.
While this is not a comprehensive list, and the landscape may change,
we are hopeful this snapshot will be an important first step in your journey
toward successful recruitment.

International Experience Canada (IEC)
International Experience Canada provides the opportunity to travel
and work in Canada for up to two years. There are three separate
streams available that include Working Holiday, Young Professionals,
and International Co-op (internship). Canada has an agreement
with 38 visa-exempt countries, so citizens of those countries have a
streamlined process to be eligible to work in Canada.
The most utilized of these streams is the Working-holiday permit,
which is particularly popular among younger adults. This permit allows
workers to freely work and travel in Canada. Permits are typically issued
for one year, but some countries allow for more than one opportunity to
participate if the person reapplies
under a different stream.
Application submissions are
most often handled by the worker,
but some may choose to work with
Recognized Organizations (ROs) to
assist with their applications—an
example of such an organization
is the Students Work Abroad
Program (SWAP). For accommodators looking to recruit culinary staff,
the BCHA has partnered with Culinary Recruitment International to
bring cooks and chefs from international locations through this stream.
Unlike the Temporary Foreign Worker Program, job seekers are
not required to remain with a single employer for the duration of their
permit, and as a result, these programs are often very popular among
those seeking seasonal workers.

One of the most popular paths to fill
labour or skills shortages is through the
Temporary Foreign Worker Program.

Francophone Mobility Program (FMP)
The Francophone Mobility Program is an initiative of the Government of
Canada which facilitates work permits for skilled Francophone foreign
nationals. As the program’s aim is to encourage growth of Frenchspeaking communities across Canada, candidates must be FrenchInnFocus 27

speaking, although it doesn’t have to be their primary language.
Candidates must also secure employment in a “skilled position”
which includes work in managerial, professional, technical, or
skilled trades occupations. Work permits are valid for two years and
employers are required to submit an online offer of employment,
paying a $230 fee.
Despite there being some barriers to find workers that fit this
program, the BCHA has partnered with Société de développement
économique de la Colombie-Britannique (SDECB) to focus on
finding hospitality experienced candidates.

Post Graduate Work Permit Program (PGWPP)
The Post-Graduation Work Permit Program allows international
students who have recently graduated from eligible Canadian
designated learning institutions to obtain an open work permit in
Canada. The duration of each permit depends on the length of the
graduate’s studies.
The PGWPP is often a pathway to permanent residency, leading
to opportunities for long-term employment, and as the student is
responsible for applying,
there are no added costs
to the employer. Despite
these positive attributes,
employers can be
challenged to find workers
as there is no database for
these students.

paid by the employer. While FTAs provide a streamlined employment
for foreign workers, eligible occupation categories can often be
limited and frequently change.

Mobilize Jobs: In-Canada Workers
Mobilize Jobs is a national employment program for Canadians
looking to work and travel within Canada, and places workers on
rotational placements each summer and winter, supplying businesses
with a continuous supply of employees. While this program offers
a fast-track solution to our domestic workforce, there are fees
attached to the process and employers are required to provide
accommodation. The BCHA is working directly with Mobilize Jobs
to connect local accommodators with individuals from this program.

Hotel Operation Services Skills Training Project
In an effort to grow interest in the hospitality sector and support
upskilling and training the BCHA has partnered with Western
Community College (WCC) and Progressive Intercultural Community
Services (PICS), to offer the Hotel Operation Services Skills
Training project, which provides
fully funded training to unemployed
and underemployed individuals
from the Metro Vancouver area.
The project targets individuals
with some industry experience and
focuses on readying candidates
for meaningful work in the industry
with the opportunity for students
to connect directly with our members following the completion of
the program.

BC’s tourism and hospitality
community is well-positioned
for a comeback.

International Students
Similar to the PGWPP program, employers may also wish to explore
recruitment efforts with international students looking to secure
part-time employment. Although employing international students
may also lead to longer employment once the employee is finished
school, they are only able to work 20 hours per week and full-time
during holidays while in school.

BC PNP Skilled Worker
The Skilled Worker category of the BC Provincial Nominee Program
(BC PNP) is a way for workers in a professional, management,
technical, trade or other skilled occupation to gain permanent
residence in BC. While associated fees with this program are
paid by the employee, the employer must support recruitment
requirements for employee applications. Nominations are based
on a point system and draws are done monthly.

International Free Trade Agreements (FTAs)
International Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) contain provisions to
facilitate, on a reciprocal basis, temporary entry for businesspersons
to work within Canada—an example of this is the Canada–United
States–Mexico Agreement. Eligible persons entering under an FTA
will generally require a work permit and there is a $230 fee that is
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Integral Services Group (Contract Workers)
In recognition of critical staffing shortages, BCHA Premier Partner,
Integral Services Group, began offering outsourced staffing services
in 2020 to support accommodators in meeting their labour needs.
With a wide network of professionals and skilled workers, Integral
works directly with employers to streamline operations and provide
staffing plans.

The Future of Workforce Recruitment
Following two years of restrictions on travel and gathering, BC’s
tourism and hospitality community is well-positioned for a comeback,
and with that, finding employees to support business growth will be
critical. Despite the challenges in our labour market, the BCHA is
actively pursuing a wide array of new and emerging opportunities
to assist our members and their workforce needs.
As BCHA’s new Workforce Specialist, I am pleased to support our
members and answer any questions about the LMIA and the above
LMIA-exempt programs. I look forward to connecting and delivering
solutions to our BC accommodation sector.

by Deb Froehlick

Hospitality Charity Scholarships

The BC Hospitality Foundation (BCHF)
is pleased to announce our scholarship
program will be the biggest ever in 2022,
as we’ll be awarding over $60,000 in
total. If you, or someone you know, is
eligible for a scholarship, please apply!
We love to help community members
who will become the future leaders of
our industry. Here’s a peek at some of
the opportunities:
• At least 17 Culinary Scholarships –
in partnership with the Chefs’ Table
Society of BC
• 8 BC WISE Scholarships – for
individuals enrolled in a wine business
p r o g r a m s u c h a s w i n e m a k i n g,
viticulture, or wine business executive
• Wine Professional Scholarships
(formerly Sommelier Scholarships) –
sponsored by local wineries and
ag e n c i e s, fo r in d i v i d u a ls in th e
hospitality industry who want to further
their wine knowledge
In addition, there will be new scholarships
dedicated exclusively to giving a hand up
to members of underrepresented groups,
such as First Nations, women, and
members of the LGBT2Q+ community
along with Special Event and Graphic
Arts programs.
Applications for many of the scholarships
opened in February, so check www.
bchospitalityfouncation.com soon for
deadlines and submission requirements.

Golf Tournaments

The BCHF has also started planning
our three annual summer time golf
tournaments. We’re excited to be able
to host these fundraisers again, after a

two-year hiatus, and we’re looking for
people who want to get involved in the
events. This includes players, committee
members, sponsors, and auction prize
donors.
We want the tournaments’ comeback to
be a resounding success, so please contact
at us at info@bchospitalityfoundation.com
if you can contribute, and plan to purchase
tickets for a fantastic day on the greens!
Tournaments will take place in Kelowna,
Vancouver, and Victoria. Check out our
website or sign up for our newsletter for
more information.

Welcome our New Executive
Director

The BCHF is welcoming a new Executive
Director (ED). Outgoing ED Dana Harris,
who held the role since January 2019,
says she’s very proud of what the charity
accomplished during her tenure. Thanks
to teamwork, strategic thinking, and an
outpouring of support from the hospitality
and tourism industry, the BCHF not only
weathered the storm of challenging
conditions caused by COVID-19, but even
successfully expanded the assistance
we provide to our community. As of
February 1, 2022, Alana Dickson will
assume the role of ED for the BCHF.
Alana is a strong and capable leader
with extensive experience in marketing
and event management, and we’re sure
she will help us build on the BCHF’s past
accomplishments. She may be reached
at alana@bchospitalityfoundation.com

RHB Enterprises is introducing a very
competitively priced LED mirror line which
is cETL/UL approved and offers a 3-year
warranty with a 50k hour life expectancy.
The mirrors come in numerous sizes and
styles, multiple colour temperatures, and
tech offerings to fit any bathroom design
requirement. Connect today for pricing.
https://rhbenterprisesinc.com/products/
led-mirrors-3/
Acsenda School of Management will be
offering two new degree concentrations
February 2022: Financial Management and
Management Information Systems. “We
are extremely excited to announce these
concentrations. They meet the needs of our
business community and allow us to continue
to diversify our Business Administration
program” explains Dr. Neil Mort, President
of Ac s e n d a S c h o o l of M a n a g e m e nt.
https://acsenda.com/
Royal Roads University is introducing two
new accelerated BA completion options
for Fall 2022. Their undergraduate Global
Tourism Management and International
Hotel Management programs now offer
students the option of completing years
three and four in 16 months instead of 24.
www.royalroads.ca/tourism
Always Care Consulting is launching
Spin the Bottle Service training. Cookie
cutters are for the kitchen! Guest service is
personal. Inspired by stories from their book,
your staff can serve your guests your way.
Moments become memories, jobs become
more meaningful, and your hotel becomes
a destination of choice. AlwaysCare.ca.
Or contact Paul@AlwaysCare.ca
Livhospit alit y i s i n t ro d u c i n g a n e w
line of products Livform which is exclus i ve l y d eve l o p e d fo r re s i d e n ti a l a n d
commercial construction for kitchens,
bathrooms, wardrobes, and interior doors.
www.livhospitality.com
Rising Tide Consultants now
of fers compliance seminars to ensure
your te a m c a n avoid contrave ntions.
https://risingtideconsultants.ca/
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by Mike Macleod, Director of Member and Business Development

The 2022 BC Tourism & Hospitality Conference is upon us and we couldn’t
be more excited. Hosted by the BC Hotel Association (BCHA), in partnership
with the Tourism Industry Association of BC (TIABC), the event will be held
March 9-11 at the Richmond Conference Centre with the Sheraton Vancouver
Airport Hotel acting as the host hotel.
As we enter 2022, we remain laser-focused on recovery and this year’s
conference theme, Kickstarting the Comeback, reflects this mission.
The event will include two plenary sessions each day, with a selection of
workshops, an evening awards gala to celebrate the achievements of those
in our industry, and a robust marketplace supported by our strong associate
member community.
At the time this article was written, the conference planning committee
made the decision to move forward with hosting the conference live and
in-person. As has been the
case with every event in recent
years—and with the emergence
of the Omicron variant this past
fall—there was considerable
discussion surrounding our
ability to host the event inperson.
Despite the success of last
year’s inaugural BC Tourism & Hospitality Conference, which took place
virtually, it is fair to say that we have all grown tired of Zoom meetings. On a
more human level, we miss the connection and opportunities that in-person
events bring. And coming off our successful Live Industry Update series this
fall, we also recognized how critical it is for our industry to lead by example,
gathering in-person to help restore confidence in our meetings and events
sector. We are delighted that this conference will be among the first in-person
conference events to return in over two years.
And while the BCHA and TIABC once hosted separate conferences prior
to COVID-19, this joint event reveals how the pandemic has strengthened our
relationships and encouraged us to collaborate more closely than ever. Our

tourism and hospitality network, along with each visitor economy in
British Columbia, are unquestionably interconnected—it serves each
of us to join forces, learn from one another, and develop solutions
that will lead to a prosperous future for everyone within our network.
Turning to the conference agenda and theme, the pandemic was
of course a major consideration in our planning. The organizing
committee continued to consider the spirit, resilience, and tenacity our
industry has demonstrated over this period, along with the frustration
of the past two years. To signal that we are leaving the pandemic
behind, and are instead strongly and more confidently moving forward,
Kickstarting the Comeback was born.
In our content planning, we recognized the need to highlight
issues and topics that would resonate with both the hospitality
and tourism sectors, such as
workforce and recruitment,
marketing, and technology.
As our local operators rely
heavily on how our industry
at large functions, it was also
important to provide a forum for
our national partners to provide
insights on the Canadian and
global landscape, in addition to sharing the voices of our local thought
leaders and industry experts.
Of course, not to be overlooked are the unique needs of our hotel
sector. We are pleased to include a pre-conference morning session
called “Rev Up!” which will be geared specifically to hotels and
accommodators. This accommodation-specific track will include
sessions on the meetings and events sector, the development
landscape, along with a lively panel discussion on trends and
innovation.
As noted earlier, the BC Tourism & Hospitality Conference will also
feature a marketplace. When we started making initial calls to our
preferred suppliers the response was extremely enthusiastic. Just as
our conference delegates clamored to register, so too did our vendor
community. We were quite frankly overwhelmed by the response, and
we are certain you will be thrilled to visit with our vendor representatives
and discover how they can help your unique business needs. Many of
these vendor partners have new product lines or offerings to share,
reflective of the changes to our industry.
The 2022 BC Tourism & Hospitality Conference is well-positioned to
be an incredible, and welcome, return to live events. We are so looking
forward to delivering a fantastic collection of informative sessions,
opportunities to develop, and moments that will once again foster
connection. I look forward to saying hello to as many of you as I can.

We recognized the need to highlight issues
and topics that would resonate with both
the hospitality and tourism sectors.
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